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Summary  Data flow is a paradigm for concurrent com-
putations in which a collection of parallel processes commu-
nicate asynchronously. For nondeterministic data flow net-
works many semantic models have been defined, however, it
is complex to reason about the semantics of a network. In this
paper, we introduce a transformation between data flow net-
works and the LOTOS specification language to make avail-
able theories and tools developed for process algebras for the
semantic analysis of nondeterministic data flow networks.
The transformation does not establish a one-to-one mapping
between the traces of a data flow network and the LOTOS spec-
ification, but maps each network in a specification which usu-
ally contains more traces. The obtained system specification
has the same set of traces as the corresponding network if they
are finite, otherwise also non fair traces are included. Formal
analysis and verification methods can still be applied to prove
properties of the original data flow network, allowing in case
of networks with finite traces to prove also networks equiva-
lence.

1. Introduction
A data flow network is composed by a set of nodes all

executing concurrently and asynchronously. Nodes com-
municate by exchanging messages, representing data
items, over asynchronous communication channels follow-
ing a FIFO policy. The computation proceeds in a data
driven manner: a node of the network executes as soon as
the required data are available and data are sent towards
other nodes only at the end of the execution of the node.
Data flow is receiving great attention being known for al-
lowing a high degree of execution parallelism, but has
other useful characteristics as well. A data flow diagram is
usually very close to the intuitive representation of the
specifications of a system, that is the translation from the
conceived system to a data flow network is straightforward,
and it is equally straightforward to inspect the data flow
network to determine which aspects of the system are rep-
resented [4, 5, 8]

For deterministic data flow networks, Kahn [11] has de-
fined a very simple and elegant semantic model: a network
is modeled with a function from sequences of data items on
input channels to sequences of data items on output chan-
nels (history model). However, the straightforward general-
isation of Kahn's model applied to nondeterministic net-
works does not support the compositionality property: the
denotation of networks through histories does not contain
sufficient information to infer the denotation of composed
networks [6]. To obtain compositionality, the history
model must be enriched to models containing more infor-
mation about the network. Several proposals have been

presented [6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16] . In particular, in [9, 10]
an operational semantics for data flow based on the inter-
leaving of input/output events at the external channels of
the network (traces) has been defined. The input/output
events and the executions of the nodes are interpreted as
state transformations of the network. However, due to the
existence of non-determinism, there are not appropriate
semantic tools for reasoning about the traces of a network.

On the other side, process algebras, deriving from
Milner's work on CCS [14] and Hoare's work on CSP [7],
are generally recognised as a convenient formalism for de-
scribing concurrent systems and the production of tools for
the semantic analysis of a specification is possible since
the underlying semantics of the language is sufficiently re-
stricted.

In this paper, in order to perform the semantic analysis
of data flow networks, we model data flow networks with
the LOTOS formal specification language [3]. We define a
transformation that maps each node and each channel of the
network into a LOTOS process and composes these pro-
cesses in parallel with synchronisation on the proper set of
actions. The specification reflects the LOTOS constraint
oriented style [18] and the parallel operator is used as con-
junction operator. Due to the concept of fairness, which is
primitive in the data flow model and which is absent in
LOTOS, the transformation does not establish a one-to-
one mapping between the traces of a data flow network and
the corresponding specification, but maps each network in
a specification which may contain more traces. The ob-
tained system specification has the same set of traces as
the corresponding network if they are finite, otherwise also
non fair traces are included. Formal analysis and verifica-
tion methods of the process algebras can be anyway ap-
plied to prove properties of the original data flow network.

The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains
a description of the traces semantic model for data flow
networks and of the LOTOS specification language. In
Section 3 we introduce our transformation, fully developed
in Section 4 for networks composed of one node and
Section 5 for general networks. Finally, Section 6 con-
tains our concluding remarks.

2. Previous Work

2.1. Data flow networks
We now introduce data flow networks and the traces

semantic model [9, 10]. Given a data flow network N, let
V be the set of data items exchanged over the channels. We
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denote by V* the set of finite sequences on V, with <> the
empty sequence and • the standard concatenation operation.
Given α∈V* , we denote by (α)i the i-th element of α.
Definition 2.1: A data flow node P is a tuple <IP,

OP, SP, s0P, RP, FAIRP> where:

IP is the set of input channels;

OP is the set of output channels with (IP∩OP) = ∅;

SP is the set of states; s0P is the initial state,

s0p∈SP;

RP is the set of firings. A firing F is a tuple F=<s,
χin, s', χout> where s, s'∈SP, χin is a mapping from IP
to V* and where χout is a mapping from OP to V*.

FAIRP⊆ Π(RP) is a finite collection of fairness sets,
where Π(RP) denotes the set of susbsets of RP ♦

The meaning of a firing <s, χin, s', χout> is: when
the node is in state s and for each inp∈IP, χin(inp) is a
prefix of the content of the channel (i.e. the firing is exe-
cutable), then χin(inp) may be consumed, while the node
changes its state to s' and the sequence χout(out), for each
out∈OP is produced . Note that the empty sequence <> is
a prefix of each sequence of data. Moreover, FAIRP is used
in the model to guarantee some fairness among the firings
of the node. A fairness set represents a set of firings which
may not be neglected indefinitely in executions of the net-
work.

Given a node P with IP = {inp1, inp2}, OP = {out} and
a firing F defined on state s with s' as the new state,
χin(inp1) = α, χin(inp2) = β, χout(out)=δ, (α, β, δ ∈V*),
the notation we adopt for describing F is:

F= <s, [inp1 → α, inp2 → β], s', [out → δ]>.
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Figure 1.a) P, Q data flow nodes; b) the network composed
by the nodes

A data flow network N consists of a set PN of nodes
such that in PN each channel occurs at most once as an
input channel and at most once as an output channel of a
node. The network is obtained connecting input channels
to output channels with the same name and a network
transition can be generated by the firing of a node or by an
input (output) communication event. Communication
events occur when a data item is inserted (removed) into
(from) an input (output) channel of the network. The net-

work composed by the nodes of Figure 1a) is reported in
Figure 1b). More formally,

Definition 2.2: A data flow network N is the tuple
<PN, IN, ON, CN, ∑N, σ0N, RN, FAIRN> where:

PN is the set of nodes: ∀Q, R∈PN, Q≠R, OQ∩OR =
IQ∩IR =  ∅

IN is the set of input channels of N, i.e. the set of all
input channels of nodes that are not output channels of
other nodes;

ON is the set of output channels of N. i.e. the set of
all output channels of nodes that are not input channels of
other nodes.

CN is the set of all the channels of the network:
∪Q∈PN (IQ∪OQ);

∑N is the set of states of N. ∑N is the set of mapping
from PN∪CN, which maps each node P to a state in SP
and each channel ch∈CN to a sequence in V*. Let σ∈∑N,
σ(P)∈SP gives the current state of node P, σ(ch)∈V*
gives the current content of ch. In the following we will
use the names inp and out for channels to distinguish be-
tween input and output channels.

σ0N∈∑N is the initial state and maps each node P into

s0P and each channel ch in the empty sequence <>.

RN  is the set of transitions: triples of the form

σe→σ', where σ, σ'∈∑N  and e is either a communica-
tion event or the execution of a firing of a node of the net-
work (internal transition τ). We denote a communication
event as a pair <ch, d> where ch∈(ΙN∪ON) and d is a data
item in V.

RN consists of all transitions that can be generated ac-
cording to one of the following alternatives:

1. RN contains an internal  transition στ→σ ' if
there is a node P with firing <s, χin, s', χout> such that:

σ  (P) = s and the sequence χ in(inp) is a prefix of
σ(inp). The state σ' agrees with σ except on node P and its
input and output channels: σ '(P)=s' and ∀ inp∈ IP,
χin(inp) is removed from σ(inp) to get σ'(inp) while ∀
out∈OP, σ'(out) = σ (out) • χout(out).

2. for each inp∈IN and d∈V, the set RN contains an
input transition of the form

σ<inp,d>→σ' such that σ' = σ[inp→(σ(inp) • d)]
3. for each out∈ON  and d∈V, the set RN contains an

output transition of the form

σ<out,d>→σ' such that σ = σ' [out→(d • σ' (out))]
We use σ[ch→k] to denote the mapping which is equal

to σ except that it maps ch to k.

FAIRN ⊆ Π(RN) is called the set of fairness sets. The
fairness sets in FAIRN make sure that the fairness re-
quirements of each node are obeyed and that all data items
in output channels are eventually output . ♦

Definition 2.3: A computation C of a data flow
network N is a finite or infinite sequence

σ0e1→σ1e2→σ2e3→σ3......    of transitions
which satisfy the following conditions:

1. σ0 is the initial state of N;
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2. each triple σn-1en→σn  is a transition in RN;

3. The computation respect the fairness constraint.♦
Definition 2.4: A trace t of a computation C is a

linearly ordered sequence of the communication events
which occur in C. ♦

Finally, we introduce the definition of the composition
of networks. The data flow networks N1, ..., NK are called
compatible if in N1, ..., NK each channel name occurs
at most once as an input and at most once as output chan-
nel.

Definition 2.5 Given compatible networks N1, ...,
NK, their composition N=N1 || .. || NK is defined as the
network whose set of nodes is the union of the nodes of
N1, ..., NK (PN=∪i=1,..., kPNi). The input channels of

N are those input channels that do not occur as output
channels; analogously for the output channels of N. ♦

The semantics of a network is given by the set of its
traces [9, 10]. The traces model is compositional: the
traces of a network composed by sub-networks can be de-
rived by the traces of each sub-network.

2.2. Process algebras
In our approach we consider LOTOS (Language Of

Temporal Ordering Specification) formal specification lan-
guage [3]. A system is seen in LOTOS as a process, pos-
sibly consisting of several subprocesses. The behaviour of
a process is specified by a behaviour expression  formed
out of terms obtained by the following operators:

Inaction stop
Action prefix

observable a; B
unobservable i; B

Hiding hide g1, ... ,gn in B
Choice B1[]B2
Parallel composition

B1 |[g1, ... ,gn]| B2 
with g1, ... ,gn synchronisation gates
B1 ||| B2 pure interleaving

Process instantiation P P[g1, ... ,gn]

Action denotation g α1α2 .. αn
with αi   = !E  value declaration or

αi   = ?X:T  variable declaration
Guarded expression: ([cond1] -> B1

[] ....
[] [ condn] -> Bn)

where B, B1 , B2  and Bn are behaviour expressions.

The action prefix operator denotes sequential execution
of actions, while stop is the inactive process. The hiding
operator allows one to transform some observable actions
into unobervable ones (i action) and B1[]B2  denotes a be-
haviour expression which behaves either like B1 or like
B2. Let S = {g1, ..., gn}, the expression B1 |[S]|B2 means
that B1  and B2 are able to execute any actions that either
are ready to perform at a gate non in S, but they must syn-
chronise on actions at the gates in S. When S is empty the
operator is written "|||" (also interleaving or independent
composition operator, since the two components act in
complete independence). A process instantiation is formed
by a process identifier P with an associated list [g1, ...

,gn] of actual gates and gi  is an observable gate of P. An
action denotation is formed by a gate name followed by a
list of zero or more values offered at that gate:g α1α2 ..
αn, where g is a gate name and αi is a value declaration or
a variable declaration. A value declaration has the form !E
where E  is a value expression and it can be thought of as
an output operation to send the value of E at the gate g; a
variable declaration has the form ?X:T where X is the
name of a variable and T its type and it can be thought of
as an input operation to receive a data into the variable X.
Interprocess communications are realised by the parallel
composition and the action denotation operators: by the
expression (g!5; stop) |[g]| (g?X:T; stop), the value 5 is
passed through the gate g and stored into X.  Finally, the
guarded expression corresponds to a non-deterministic
choice among one of the behaviour expressions Bi  such
that the predicate condi  is verified.

Definition 2.6: A LOTOS behaviour expression
composed only by process instantiations and the parallel
operator satisfies the maximal co-operation condition iff
every occurrence of parallel operator in it has a set of syn-
chronisation gates which  is just the intersection of the set
of observable gates of the two operands under it [2]. ♦

A process is defined in terms of a parameter list, which
is a list of variables accepted by the process which define
the behaviour of the process. The simplified syntax we use
for a LOTOS specification and that for a process definition
are reported below. (* ... *) denotes a comment.

specification <identifier> : noexit
behaviour
<behaviour expression>
where
<process definitions>
endspec (* <identifier> *)

process<id>[<gate list>](<par-list>):noexit:=
<behaviour expression>
endproc (* <identifier> *)

LOTOS has an operational semantics which takes the
form of Labelled Transition Systems [15]. There are then
several equivalence relations which identify process terms
which exhibit the same behaviour in accordance to the
equivalence[3].

2.3. Comments on formalisms
The fairness elegant mechanism, primitive in the data

flow model, has been used to prove the compositionality
of the trace model. On the other side, the semantics of a
network, given by the set of fair traces, can only be ap-
proximated from formalisms which do not have such a
concept as primitive. In fact, either fairness is ignored or
some policy is introduced for implementing it. In either
cases the exact behaviour cannot be maintained. If fairness
is not considered in a specification, this will contain also
some non fair trace. If fairness is enforced, since a limit
must be set on the delay of any enabled transition, the ob-
tained set of traces is reduced with respect to the original
one. Our purpose is to analyse the behaviour of all the
possible implementations of the data flow networks, so we
are not prepared to have a reduced set of traces. In fact, if a
property P holds on all the traces of the enlarged set this
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will also be true for the set of traces representing the be-
haviour of the original data flow network. The consequence
is twofold: 1) among the formal methods, which do not
have a primitive notion of fairness, LOTOS can be se-
lected as target formalism mostly because of its automated
analysis tools environment; 2) in defining our transforma-
tion we will omit in the following all the issues regarding
fairness.

3. From data flow networks to processes
To transform data flow networks into LOTOS expres-

sions, we first give the transformation for networks of one
node. First we define a process which simulates the be-
haviour of the node (node process) and associate a process
which behaves like an unbounded queue to each channel
(channel processes). The node process and the channel pro-
cesses  are then composed in parallel with maximal co-op-
eration condition and by making visible to the external ob-
server only the actions corresponding to communication
events in the data flow network. Channel processes realise
the asynchronous communications among nodes of the
data flow model. The communication is synchronous be-
tween the processes associated to nodes and the processes
associated to channels. The transformation for networks of
many nodes is then obtained by the specifications of the
sub-networks of one node as it will be shown.

We suppose a firing may require/put data on a subset of
the input/output channels of the node but we restrict to
networks composed by nodes whose firings satisfy the fol-
lowing condition: all the firings of a node that require data
from a channel, require the same number of data items
from that channel. Given a node P:

RPs = {F∈RP | F = <s, χin, s', χout>} denotes the
set of firings F defined on state s;

IPF= {inp∈IP | χin(inp)≠<>} denotes the set of input
channels from which F requires at least one data item;

OPF= {out∈OP | χout(out)≠<>} denotes the set of
output channels on which F puts at least one data item;

Foutn denotes the n-th value output by firing F on

channel out; Foutn = χout(out)n.

Given a data flow network N, for each P∈PN, the fol-
lowing gates are defined:

IP={ inp | inp∈IP} and OP ={out | out∈OP}. We inter-
pret an action at the gates inp or out  as: a data item
is put on channels inp or out. If it is an input
channel of the network (inp∈IN ) action inp corre-
sponds to an input communication event from the
environment;

IP#={ inp# | inp∈IP} and OP #={out# | out∈OP}. We
interpret an action at the gates inp# or out# as: a
data item is taken from channels inp or out. If it is
an output channel of the network (out∈ON ) the ac-
tion corresponds to an output communication event
to the environment;

SYNCP={ sync_inp | inp∈IP}. We interpret sync_inp
as a synchronisation action performed by the chan-
nel process and the node process meaning that all
required data items are available on channel inp;

INTP={ int_inp| inp∈IP}. int_inp is an action internal
to the channel processes on which the incoming
data items flow;

FIREP={ fireF  | F∈RP}. fireF is an action internal to
the node process stating the choice of firing F.

4. Transformation for single node networks
The outline of the transformation for the network N

composed only by the node P, with IP={inp1, ..., inpk},
OP={out1, ...,outh} is given in Figure 2 where CP, and
FIFO are the channel processes associated to the channels
of the node and P is the node process .

inp1 inpk

out1 outh

 . . .

P

...

inp1#

CP

sync_inp1

inp1

inpk#

CP

sync_inpk

inpk
.......
..

sync_inp1 inp1#

out1

sync_inpk... inpk#...

outh...

P

out1#
FIFO

outh#
FIFO.......

..

out1 outh

SnP

Figure 2 Transformation of a node P

4.1. Channel processes
We distinguish between input and output channels of a

data flow node. Each input channel is mapped into a chan-
nel process CP which behaves like a queue and imple-
ments the synchronisation mechanism with the receiving
node for the phase of testing data availability. Each output
channel is mapped into a process that only implements the
FIFO buffer functionality. CP process is defined as the
parallel composition of two processes: a FIFO process and
a SYNC process. The structure of the CP process for the
input channel inp1 of Figure 2 is given in Figure 3.

FIFO SYNC

CP

int_inp1inp1
int_inp1

inp1# sync_inp1inp1# sync_inp1

CP

inp1

Figure 3. Structure of the CP process
The FIFO process saves data into a list, and sends these

data to the SYNC process. Let n be the number of tokens
required by the firings on the channel, the SYNC process
after having received n data from the FIFO  process
(through the int_inp1 gate), synchronises with the receiv-
ing node process to signal that all data required on the
channel are available (through the sync_inp1 gate). After
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that, SYNC is ready to send data items to the node process
(through the inp1# gate), and to start again to get other
data from the FIFO process.

Let us assume the data type 'list' be defined in the spec-
ification with Create, Append, First, Next as the standard
operations to create a list, to append an element, to get the
first element and to remove the first element. We suppose
the list to be unbounded to match the usual unboundedness
of channels in the data flow model. Let  The list and the
number of elements stored into it are referred to as ll  and
len in the process definition respectively, while T is the
type of data exchanged over the channel. The FIFO process
definition, using the names for gates as in  Figure 3, is:
process FIFO[inp1, int_inp1](ll:list, len:integer): noexit :=

([len=0] → inp1?X:T;
          FIFO[inp1, int_inp1](Append (X, ll), len+1)

 [] [len>0] → (int_inp1!First(ll);
          FIFO[inp1,int_inp1](Next(ll), len -1)
      [] inp1?X:T;
     FIFO[inp1, int_inp1](Append (X, ll), len+1)))

endproc (* FIFO *)

The definition of the SYNC process, using the names
for gates as in  Figure 3, is:
process SYNC[ int_inp1, inp1#, sync_inp1] : noexit :=
int_inp1?X1:T; ....; int_inp1?Xn:T;

sync_inp1 !X1 ..!Xn; inp1#!X1..!Xn;
SYNC[ int_inp1, inp1#, sync_inp1]

endproc (* SYNC *)

After the n actions at the input gate int_inp1, the data
are all available and are sent all together as value declara-
tion !X1 ..!Xn  at the gates sync_inp1 and inp1#. On the
contrary the SYNC process receives data from the FIFO
process in successive n actions (when available). The CP
process definition for the channel inp1 is in the following,
where FIFO and SYNC sunchronise on the action
int_inp1:
process CP[ inp1, inp1#, sync_inp1 ] : noexit :=
hide int_inp1 in
FIFO[ inp1, int_inp1 ](Create,0)
|[int_inp1]|SYNC[ int_inp1,inp1#,sync_inp1]

4.2. The node process P
The node process P associated to the data flow node P,

is a non terminating process which simulates the be-
haviour of the node, choosing the same firings under the
same conditions. The process P is composed of two sub
processes: a testing sub process TEST, to test data avail-
ability for the set of firings and an execution subprocess
EXEC  that chooses one of the enabled firings executing
it. Executing a firing means to remove data from input
channels and put data on output channels according to the
firing rules. TEST and EXEC processes must  synchronise
on actions that implement the selection of a firing. The set
of gates of P is:{ IP#∪SYNCP∪OP}.The internal structure
of the process P of Figure 2 is reported in Figure 4.

4.2.1. The testing process TEST
The process TEST is defined as the parallel composi-

tion of TESTinpi  processes (∀ inpi∈Ip) such that the be-
haviour expression satisfies the maximal co-operation con-
dition (@ in the following). TESTinpi  tests if the required
number of tokens is available on channel inpi and then is

ready to execute the action fireFj  for the set of firings Fj
which: 1) require data from inpi; 2) the sequence of values
required on inpi is matches the sequence of values available
on inpi.

TEST

sync_inp1 inp1#

EXEC

out1

sync_inpk

fireF1

fireFn

........

...
inpk#...

fireF1

fireFn

........

outh...

Figure 4. Internal structure of a node process P
Let FIREinpi  be the set of firings which require data

from inpi: FIREinpi ={ fireFj  such that inpi∈IPFj}. We

use the guarded expression in LOTOS to check if the val-
ues of the available data match the values required from the
firing. Furthermore, to simulate the behaviour of the data
flow node, we force fireFj  action to be executed only
when the required data values are available on all the input
channels from which firing Fj gets data. This is realised by
putting TESTinpi processes in parallel with maximal co-
operation condition. The process TEST is defined as fol-
lows:
process TEST[SYNCP, FIREP] : noexit :=
TESTinp1 [sync_inp1, FIREinp1]

|[ @ ]|  ... <∀ inpi∈Ip> ...) TESTinpk [sync_inpk,FIREinpk]
where
process TESTinpi [sync_inpi, FIREinpi] : noexit :=
sync_inpi?Y1: T......?Yn:T;

     ([cond_Fh(Y1, ..., Yn)] →  fireFh;
TESTinpi [sync_inpi, FIREinpi ]

     []           ... < ∀ Fj∈FIREinpi >  ...

     [] [cond_Fn(Y1, ..., Yn)] →  fireFn;
TESTinpi [sync_inpi, FIREinpi)

endproc (* TESTinpi *)
endproc (* TEST *)

where cond_Fh(Y1, ..., Yn) is the condition that the
sequence of values over the channel inpi must satisfy to
enable firing Fh.

4.2.2. The execution process E X E C
The EXEC process has the same set of states as the

data flow node P and it will be instantiated with the initial
state s0P. The state can be omitted if the node has one
state only (SP = {s}). EXEC  is able to execute one of the
firings defined on its current state. At most one firing each
time may be executed so EXEC synchronises with TEST
to select one of the enabled firing. If more firings are en-
abled at a time then a nondeterministic choice is applied.
For each firing Fk of the data flow node we define a corre-
sponding process EXEC_Fk. EXEC_Fk process is instan-
tiated by EXEC each time the firing Fk has been selected.
The EXEC  process is defined as follows:
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process EXEC[IP#, OP, FIREP] (s: state) : noexit :=

([s = sh] → (fireFi; EXEC_Fi[IP#, OP, FIREP]

[]    ...< ∀ Fi∈RPsh > ...

[]  fireFn; EXEC_Fn[IP#, OP, FIREP])

[]       ..........<∀  sg∈SP> ..........

[] [s = sk] →(fireFj; EXEC_Fj[IP#, OP, FIREP]]

[]    ...< ∀ Fi∈RPsk > ...

[] fireFm; EXEC_Fm[IP#, OP, FIREP]))
endproc (*EXEC *)

The process EXEC_Fi  first gets the data items required
from each input channel inp such that inp∈IPFi; exe-

cutes an internal computation (simulated with an internal
action i in LOTOS) then outputs new data tokens on all
output channels out such that out∈OPFi; finally it exe-

cutes the EXEC process again with the new state s' of the
node after the firing. If n is the number of data items re-
quired on channel inpi, m is the number of data output on
the channel outk and s' is the new state of the node after
the firing,  the EXEC_Fi  process definition is:
process EXEC_Fi [IP#, OP, FIREP ] : noexit :=

inpi#?Vi1:T.....?Vin:T; ... < ∀ inpi∈IPFi>  ...;

i  (* internal computation *);
outk! Fioutk1; ... ; outk! Fioutkm;

             ... < ∀ outk∈OPFi;> ... ; EXEC[IP#, OP, FIREP](s')

endproc (* EXEC_Fi *)

Data are sent on the output channel one at a time to in-
teract with the CP process associated to the channel. The
process definition of the node process P for data flow node
P is:
process P [IP#, SYNCP, OP] (s:state) : noexit :=
hide FIREP  in
TEST[SYNCP, FIREP] |[FIREP]| EXEC[IP#, OP, FIREP] (s)
endproc (* P *)

4.3. LOTOS network specification
The specification for the network N composed only by

the data flow node P, γ(N)=netN [IP, OP#] is defined as:
γ(N) =  specification netN [IP, OP#]: noexit

behaviour
SnP[IP, OP#]
where

process SnP[IP, OP#] : noexit :=
hide SYNCP, IP#, OP  in
((CP[ inp1, inp1#, sync_inp1]

||| ... <∀ inpi∈IP> ... ||| CP[ inpk, inpk#,sync_inpk])

|[SYNCP, IP#]| P[IP#, SYNCP, OP] (s0P))
|[OP]|
(FIFO[out1, out1#](Create,0)

||| ...<∀ outj∈OP>... ||| FIFO[outh, outh#](Create,0) )
endproc (* SnP *)

            endspec (* netN  *)

The process SnP[IP, OP#] is obtained by composing
the node process  with the channels processes . Since the
CP processes operate on distinct gates, they can be put in
parallel in pure interleaving. The same applies to FIFO
processes. All the actions that do not correspond to the ex-

ternal behaviour of the data flow node in the process defini-
tion are hidden.

4.4. Correctness of the transformation

We prove now that the γ(N) transformation  satisfies
the following propositions.

Lemma 1: Let P be a data flow node, the process

SnP[ IP, OP#] obtained by γ (N) contains as many
EXEC_Fj processes as the firings of P and  for each firing
Fj of P, the process EXEC_Fj behaves as Fj.

Proof: In the process definition of the EXEC sub

process of the process SnP[IP, OP#] of γ(N), EXEC_Fj is
defined ∀Fj∈RP. By construction EXEC_Fj behaves as
the corresponding firing. ♦

Lemma 2: If a state s and a configuration of the input
channels enables a subset of the firings of the node P, the

corresponding subset of fireFj  actions are enabled in γ(N)
in the same state and with the same configuration of the
data items on the input channels.

Proof: By construction, EXEC process makes first a
selection based on the actual state s and then is available
for executing all the fireFj  action of the firings defined on
s. Moreover it must synchronise on these actions with
TEST process which is available for executing fireFj ac-
tions for the firings whose sequences of data values are
available on the input channels. Action fireFj  can be exe-
cuted only if both the EXEC and the TEST processes are
available for executing it. All and only fireFj  actions de-
fined in the state s and with input data values available can
be executed. ♦

Lemma 3: The process EXEC_Fj , corresponding to
the execution of the firing Fj, is executed in the network
specification iff the firing Fj has been selected among the
enabled firings.

Proof: EXEC_Fj corresponds to the execution of fir-
ing Fj and action fireFj to the selection of firing Fj. In the
definition of SnP[ IP, OP#]  process 1) each call of
EXEC_Fj process always follows the occurrence of fireFj
action and 2) each occurrence of fireFj action is always fol-
lowed by a call of EXEC_Fj . Therefore from 1) and
Lemma 2: firing Fj is executed only if firing Fj has been
selected amongst all the enabled firings and from 2) if fir-
ing Fj has been selected (fireFj action) then it will be exe-
cuted since the next action performed is EXEC_Fj. ♦

Lemma 4: The node process P belonging to SnP ob-

tained by γ(N) behaves asynchronously with respect to ac-
tions performed at the SnP interface.

Proof: By construction a FIFO sub process is defined
for each channel of node P; in addition, actions at each ex-
ternal interface of SnP are performed only by the FIFO sub
process associated to that channel. Moreover the FIFO
process bahaves as an unbounded queue. Due to the buffer-
ing performed by the FIFO sub processes, the actions per-
formed by node process P to get and put data items on the
channels realised by the FIFO processes are asynchronous
with respect the actions for exchanging data items per-
formed at the interfaces of SnP. ♦
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Theorem 1: Let N be a data flow network composed

by a single node P. The observable behaviour of γ(N)=
netN [IN, ON#] is given by a set of traces containing the
traces of N plus those 'non fair' traces obtained from not
having constrained a fair behaviour. Actions in IN, corre-
spond to input events on channels belonging to IN  and ac-
tions in ON#  correspond to output events on channels be-
longing to ON.

Proof: The observable behaviour of γ(N) is the same
as that of process SnP[ IP, OP#]. Now we show that
SnP[IP, OP#] has the same behaviour as the network N.

In the trace model, networks may evolve due to an ex-
ternal event or to the firing of a node. External events are
input or output interactions with the environment and are
described in the traces models as:

σ<inp∈IN, d>→σ' whose effect is to add the data
item d to channel inp. The same effect is obtained in
SnP[ IP, OP#] by the action inp?X:T performed by the
FIFO [inp, inp#] which adds the received data token to the
buffer representing the channel inp.

σ<out∈ON, d>→σ' meaning that data item d is re-
moved from channel out. Likely in SnP[IP, OP#] we have
the action out#!d performed by the FIFO [out, out#] which
removes the data item d from the buffer  representing the
channel out.

By Lemma 4, for all channels inp and out, actions
inp?X:T and out#!d are executed by the corresponding
FIFO process, asynchronously with respect to all other ac-
tions in SnP. Any time and only when an external event
occurs in N, the corresponding action is performed in SnP.

Firing Fj is an internal transition of a network N, rep-

resented by στ→σ'. If N is in a state enabling a subset
of the firings of node P, we have, by Lemma 2, that in
SnP the actions corresponding to the same set of firings
are enabled. The choice is non-deterministic both in the
network N and in SnP, and is done among enabled firings
(Lemma 3). By Lemma 1, the execution of an EXEC_Fj
process produces the same effects as the state transition in
N due to the execution of the firing Fj. ♦

5. Transformation for general networks

5.1. LOTOS network specification
Given a network N and a node P of N, we denote by

N|P the network composed by the node P. We build the
specification of the network N by taking the SnP pro-

cesses obtained by the transformation γ(N|P) ∀P∈PN. We
note that FIFO processes of the output channels that are
also input channels of other nodes in the network can be
removed without changing the semantics of the specifica-
tion. Let ch be an internal channel which connects the
node Q to the node R in the network. The node process Q
puts data items on its output channel ch by the action ch
in SnQ; action ch must be executed synchronously with
the corresponding channel process FIFO to buffer data.
The node process R gets data item from its input channel
ch in SnR by synchronising with the CP channel process
with the action ch# , while CP process executes the action
ch  to receive a data from the environment and buffer the

data.We can remove the FIFO[ch, ch#] in SnQ, thus forc-
ing the process Q to synchronise directly with the FIFO
process inside CP[ch, ch#, sync_ch] in SnR.

For each P∈PN, we define OP*={ch | ch∈OP∩(CN -
ON) } and OP^= OP - OP*. For all the channels ch∈OP*
we remove the FIFO[ch, ch#] process in the specification
SnP, thus obtaining SnP'. Let define the sets of gates:
OP*={ch | ch∈OP*}, OP^={ch | ch∈OP }̂, OP*#={ch# |
ch∈OP*} and OP^#={ch# | ch∈OP }̂. The SnP'  process
definition is:
process SnP'[IP, OP* , OP^#] : noexit :=
hide SYNCP, IP# , OP^ in
((CP[ inp1, inp1#, sync_inp1]

              ||| ... <∀ inpi∈IP> ... ||| CP[ inpk, inpk#, sync_inpk])
|[SYNCP, IP#]|

P[IP#, SYNCP, OP] (s0P))
|[OP ]̂| (FIFO[out1, out1#](Create,0)

              ||| ... <∀ outj∈OP >̂ ... ||| FIFO[outh, outh#](Create,0))
endspec (* SnP' *)
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Figure 5. A data flow network and its transformation

The global specification of N is now obtained by
putting the obtained SnP' processes corresponding to
P∈PN in parallel with maximal co-operation condition and
hiding all actions executed on internal channels of the net-
work:
γ(N) =  specification netN[IN, ON#] : noexit

behaviour

hide (∪P∈PN
 OP*  ) in
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SnQ'[IQ, OQ* , OQ^#]

|[@]| ... <∀ P∈PN> ... SnR'[IR, OR* , OR^#]
endspec (* netN *)

Figure 5 reports an example of a data flow network and

the graphical representation of its specification γ(N):
specification netN[a, b, c, d, f#, g#, h#] : noexit
behaviour
hide e in
    SnQ'[a, b, c, e, h#]|[e]| SnR'[e , d, f#, g#]
endspec (* netN *)

The transformation can be simply generalised to the
general composition of data flow networks. Given a set of
compatible networks N1, ..., NK, the composed network
N=N1 || .. || NK is defined as a network whose set of nodes
is the set of nodes of the single networks. The transforma-

tion of N is given by applying γ to the network N with

PN=∪i=1,...,kPNi. We have γ(N) by γ(N|Q), ∀Q∈PN as

previously defined.

5.2. Correctness of the transformation
To prove the equivalence of the traces of the network

and the observable actions of the LOTOS specification, we
prove the following Lemma:

Lemma 5: Given a dataflow network N, and two
nodes P, Q∈PN then node process P belonging to SnP'

and node process Q belonging to SnQ' in γ(N) execute
asynchronously in netN.

Proof: Lemma 4 tells us that, for each node P, the
node process P belonging to SnP behaves asynchronously
with respect to actions performed at interface of SnP.
Furthermore, by construction P  behaves asynchronously
with respect to action performed outside SnP. SnP' differs
from SnP due to the absence of the process FIFO[ch, ch#]
for each output channel ch that is also input channels of
another node (ch∈OP*). Let OP* |Q� be the set of output
channels of P that are input channels of Q. In netN, SnP'
and SnQ' are composed satisfying maximal co-operation
condition meaning that they synchronise only on the
common actions OP* |Q �. If OP* |Q is empty then P and
Q do not synchronise; otherwise for each ch∈OP* |Q�, as
previously discussed, process P synchronises with CP[ch,
ch#, sync_ch] of SnQ'. As CP[ch, ch#, sync_ch] performs
the buffering functionality containing a FIFO process in
its turn, the two processes P and Q synchronise with CP
but not together. ♦

Theorem 2: Let N be a data flow network composed

by a set of nodes PN . The observable behaviour of γ(N)=
netN[IN, ON#] is a set of traces containing the traces of N
plus those 'non fair' traces obtained from not having con-
strained a fair behaviour. Actions in IN, correspond to in-
put events on channels belonging to IN  and actions in
ON#  correspond to output events on channels belonging
to ON.

Proof: γ(N) is derived from γ(N|P)=SnP[IP, OP#],
∀P∈PN. The first step of the transformation is the deriva-

tion of the SnP'[IP, OP*, OP^#], ∀P∈PN; then γ(N) is
obtained by putting the SnP' processes in parallel with

synchronisation on gates with the same name satisfying
the maximal co-operation condition. For each P∈PN, SnP'
processes are obtained from SnP by removing the FIFO
processes corresponding to output channels that are also
internal channels of the network. The management of all
external channels ch∈IN∪ON, is not changed therefore the
external events of the network find a counterpart in
netN[IN, ON#] as in the case of networks composed by a
single node. Each SnP' process includes the FIFO process
of the output channels of the node P which are also output
channels of the network. Results shown in Theorem 1 for
external events hold also for networks composed by any
number of nodes. As far as internal transitions of the net-
work N are concerned, by Lemma 5, in netN[IN, ON#]
node processes execute asynchronously to each other. For
each firing Fj of the network belonging to a node P, there
is only an EXEC_Fj   process and it belongs to SnP'[IP,
OP#] therefore what has been proved for firings in
Theorem 1 holds here. ♦

6. Concluding Remarks
Although data flow is receiving considerable attention

in the research community, the data driven asynchronous
execution of nodes in non-deterministic data flow networks
makes reasoning about these networks and their semantics
very difficult. With the aim of making available tools and
theories developed in the context of process algebras to the
analyses of data flow networks, we have defined a trans-

formation γ from data flow networks to LOTOS. The be-

haviour of γ(N)= netN[IN, ON#] in terms of the interleav-
ing of observable actions is the same as the traces of N, in
the case of finite computations, while in the general case
also the traces deriving from not having constrained fair
behaviour in the traces model are included. This opens the
possibility of applying the tools and the theory developed
for LOTOS to analyse data flow networks.

The LOTOS specification of a data flow network can
be given as input to the simulator tool [17] to derive the
traces of execution of the network. However, the extensive
use of the simulator for deriving traces of execution, is
strongly limited due to infinite sequences of values input
to the network. A more viable possibility is testing: we
can select a test T1 and check if it is successfully executed.
The test T1 may perform a sequence of actions terminated
by a Success  action which if executed represent the suc-
cess of the test. To apply a test T1 to a specification
means to put the the test process in parallel with the speci-
fication, with synchronisation on all T1 actions, except for
the Success . Let A={ act ion1, ..., act ionn}, A ⊆
(IN∪ON#), we have:
netN[IN, ON#] |[A]| T1[A, Success]
process T1[A, Success] : noexit :=
action1;....;actionn;Success; stop
endproc

A refusal test T2 determines instead if a set of actions
is rejected after a particular sequence of actions. Let
A={action1, ..., actionn, rej-action1, ..., rej-actionk},  A ⊆
(IN∪ON#), the test has the following structure. If any of
the actions to be rejected were accepted, the process T2
stops without having executed the Success action.
process T2[A, Success] : noexit :=
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action1;.....actionn; (rej-action1; stop
[] .....
[] rej-actionk; stop
[] Success; stop)

endproc

An interesting subset of general networks is composed
of the networks describing control systems, where the in-
put sequence is repetitive and periodic in essence. In this
case we can specify a process E which simulates the envi-
ronment and we can combine the network specification in
parallel with E with synchronisation on the proper set of
events. This corresponds to test the behaviour of the data
flow network when reacting to stimuli from the environ-
ment as stated by process E.

A final remark: data flow network analysis is strongly
limited by the fact that the behaviour of  networks is de-
pendent on the value of data which are input to the net-
work. If we consider data flow networks in which the the
set of values is limited or only the presence or absence of
signals is relevant, the transformation can be simplified
and the verification of properties can take advantage of the
availability of tools, as the AUTO behavioural analyser
and the LOGIC CHECKER [17], as exemplified in [1].
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